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Zwei Beispiele

Vom GIF zum Bestseller Roman Aus 2 mach 4 beim Schreibturnier



Vom GIF zum Bestseller Roman

Sherlock BBC + Wild Target



GIF Fic > Fanfiction



Englische Fan Fiction zum Deutschen Director’s Cut

Zum Vergleich: Die Bibel umfasst 738.765 Wörter



Deutscher Director’s Cut auf Englisch und Chinesisch





Das ultimative Geschenk: ein Fanvid



Vom GIF zum Bestseller Roman



Aus 2 mach 4 beim Schreibturnier



James	Bond	-	Skyfall	und	Spectre	

London	Spy

Was is’n 
Fan Fiction?



00QAD

Q

James Bond 
007 

Danny Holt 

Alex Turner



Prompt: “not the laptop” 

Die Herausforderung: 
Maximal 200 Worte. 

Reiner Dialog. Keine Erklärung, wer gerade redet oder wie geredet wird. 
Der Prompt muss in dem Dialog vorkommen. 

Die Zeichensetzung darf geändert werden, z.B. “Not the laptop!” 



Title: Not another lie 
Summary: Danny is desperate. 

“Danny! Not. The. Laptop!”

“Why, Q? Why shouldn’t I smash it? Together with all the rest of your bloody equipment?!”

“Because.”

“Because—what? Tell me where Alex is! Show me that he is safe!”

“Danny, you have to believe me—“

“Believe you? All of you, every single one of you have told nothing but lies. All the damned time. Why should I believe you 

now?”

“Alex is safe. My brother is with Bond. They need to debrief him. Take him to medical.”

 “Does he know I’m here? With you?”

“Yes, Danny, Alex knows. James told him, I told him. We would never have found him without your help. He knows.”

“I want to see him!”

“Danny, Alex is safe. But he was injured. James will call.”

“Q. Please, I can’t wait any longer. I need to tell him.”

“What, Danny?”

“I need to tell him. That none of it mattered. The lies, the mistakes. That I love him, just the same. That I, I love him. Still. 

Now. Knowing it all. I wish he can hear me say it.”

“I’ll show you. Yes?”

“Please, Q. Tell me, it’s not a lie. Please.”

“Look. It’s not. Here. The video feed from medical."




Title: Not another lie 
Summary: Danny is desperate. 

“Danny! Not. The. Laptop!” 
“Why, Q? Why shouldn’t I smash it? Together with all the rest of your 

bloody equipment?!” 
“Because.” 
“Because—what? Tell me where Alex is! Show me that he is safe!” 
“Danny, you have to believe me—“ 
“Believe you? All of you, every single one of you have told nothing 
but lies. All the damned time. Why should I believe you now?” 

“Alex is safe. My brother is with Bond. They need to debrief him. 
Take him to medical.” 
 “Does he know I’m here? With you?” 
“Yes, Danny, Alex knows. James told him, I told him. We would never 
have found him without your help. He knows.” 
“I want to see him!” 

“Danny, Alex is safe. But he was injured. James will call.” 
“Q. Please, I can’t wait any longer. I need to tell him.” 
“What, Danny?” 
“I need to tell him. That none of it mattered. The lies, the mistakes. 
That I love him, just the same. That I, I love him. Still. Now. Knowing 
it all. I wish he can hear me say it.” 

“I’ll show you. Yes?” 
“Please, Q. Tell me, it’s not a lie. Please.” 
“Look. It’s not. Here. The video feed from medical." 

Can I just say that I'm heartbroken? Because I am, a lot. Poor 
Danny.


Ooooh! This was amazing. Poor Danny not knowing where Alex is!


Oh Alex and Q are brothers! Very nice take on 00QAD while also 
being a London Spy fix-it! Well done! We don't have enough raging 
Danny in this fandom and I think he has a lot of built up anger and 
sadness that needs to be released in this way. It's only natural. I 
loved this drabble.


Great caption of an upset and passionate Danny <3

AMAZING. SO GOOD. JUST. SO. GOOD. And Danny saying he still 
loves Alex, despite knowing it all. Ack, my heart!! Bravo!!! *standing 
ovation*


I was so caught up in the dramatic story unfolding through the 
dialogue, here--great pacing, and the last lines landed with the 
perfect amount of impact. Lovely!


Very dramatic! I can’t believe you fit so much fix-it into 200 words!


Kommentare



Prompt: Andere Zeitperiode. Die Geschichte darf nicht in der Gegenwart 
stattfinden. 

Die Herausforderung: 
Maximal 250 Worte. 

Die Namen der Hauptpersonen dürfen nicht in der Geschichte erwähnt werden.



Title: Ice 
Warnings: major character deaths 

Summary: Never more. 

“We found them like this, Sir,” the sailor said indicating a small heap of what looked like limbs and 
clothes, now lying still and wet on the deck of the Carpathia.

The man in the expensive suit nodded before he moved slowly, cautiously towards the entangled mass. 
The sailor could see the dread and fear in every step the man took forward.

“We’ve tried to separate them, Sir, but—“

The sailor went silent when he saw the man bending down and carefully, tenderly unwrap a hand, an 
arm, and finally a young man, pale and limp. A black, unruly mess of curls lay flattened against too 
prominent cheekbones. The man cradled the lifeless form in his arms, turning his face up and pressed 
his warm lips on an unresponsive mouth.

He sobbed, defeated and grief-stricken.

Protectively, he covered the body with a dry blanket, only leaving the beautiful face bare in the cold 
winter night.

Then, he freed the next man. Gently, he held and petted him, before he was placed alongside the first.

The sailor stayed silent, watched with wide eyes when he saw the resemblance between the two 
bodies, saw how the suited man took utmost care to place the bodies as close as possible.

The damp clothes held a third body of an even younger man, his face like chiseled marble. Warm fingers 
trailed the cupid’s bow.

His body was now draped around the other two, in a final embrace of a love that was no more.



Title: Ice 
Warnings: major character deaths 

Summary: Never more. 

“We found them like this, Sir,” the sailor said indicating a small 
heap of what looked like limbs and clothes, now lying still and wet 
on the deck of the Carpathia. 
The man in the expensive suit nodded before he moved slowly, 
cautiously towards the entangled mass. The sailor could see the 
dread and fear in every step the man took forward. 
“We’ve tried to separate them, Sir, but—“ 
The sailor went silent when he saw the man bending down and 
carefully, tenderly unwrap a hand, an arm, and finally a young man, 
pale and limp. A black, unruly mess of curls lay flattened against too 
prominent cheekbones. The man cradled the lifeless form in his 
arms, turning his face up and pressed his warm lips on an 
unresponsive mouth. 
He sobbed, defeated and grief-stricken. 
Protectively, he covered the body with a dry blanket, only leaving 
the beautiful face bare in the cold winter night. 
Then, he freed the next man. Gently, he held and petted him, before 
he was placed alongside the first. 
The sailor stayed silent, watched with wide eyes when he saw the 
resemblance between the two bodies, saw how the suited man took 
utmost care to place the bodies as close as possible. 
The damp clothes held a third body of an even younger man, his 
face like chiseled marble. Warm fingers trailed the cupid’s bow. 
His body was now draped around the other two, in a final embrace 
of a love that was no more.

Damn you! That’s so fucking sad. You got my vote!


Wow. RUDEEEE. I DID NOT NEED THAT PAIN IN MY LIFE. (I'm one 
to talk, I write unforgivable angst too. Let's make a club!!) This was 
really good! You managed to destroy the remnants of my soul in such 
a short amount of time. Ahhh angst. Well done!


This was so sad and I loved it. I really liked the image of frozen lovers 
(it must be Titanic's fault, damned movie). Good job!


Heart wrenching. The reveal, one by one, of the characters is 
haunting but beautiful. Amazing job.


So tragic! I loved the outsider POV and the way you were able to 
convey who everyone was without using their names--such a tricky 
challenge!


so sad and heartbreaking! great idea though & well written


You know what, nope, it's fine, I didn't need my heart after all. 
Seriously though, this was absolutely heart breaking and gorgeous.


Kommentare



Prompt: Space (wobei ‘Space’ auf englisch ‘Raum’ oder ‘Weltraum’ bedeuten kann). 

Die Herausforderung: 
Maximal 250 Worte. 
Das Genre ist ‘Fluff’.



Title: Sailing the Night Skies 
Summary: Gramps is on a space mission. 

Pam was munching down the tender loins of the bird Turing had brought as a treat for their humans, 
none of whom had wanted to touch it—go figure—when suddenly a bright light illuminated the night sky 
above them. Turing rose from his perch on the balcony and watched, while Pam unabatedly continued 
dismembering the bird making small happy noises.

“That’s about your uncle,” Turing meowed quietly. “Listen!”

They heard their humans talking agitatedly and suddenly they came bursting out onto the balcony. 

Daddy had his computer with him and his twin pointed excitedly at the sky.

“It’s James, Q, look! He must have taken one of the escape capsules before the explosion!”

“There’s one more,” the virgin said, taking the twin’s hand and turning it towards another bright spot.

“Jaws and Dolly,” Daddy grumbled under his breath, his fingers flying across the keyboard.

Pam was listening, a few feathers still clinging to her fluffy white fur. Turing was weaving in between the 

virgin’s legs, hoping to be lifted up so he could follow the ongoings on the screen rather than watching 
the sky. He was always fascinated by Daddy’s way to deal with the bad guys, even when it made Pam 
angry. Her never faltering belief in world domination was an endless point of discussion between them.

“Found him,” Daddy exclaimed and the twin turned to hug and kiss him, before doing the same to the 

virgin who blushed adoringly.

Pam’s tail flicked in annoyance.

“One day, Turing, one day!”




Title: Sailing the Night Skies 
Summary: Gramps is on a space mission. 

Pam was munching down the tender loins of the bird Turing had 
brought as a treat for their humans, none of whom had wanted to 
touch it—go figure—when suddenly a bright light illuminated the 
night sky above them. Turing rose from his perch on the balcony and 
watched, while Pam unabatedly continued dismembering the bird 
making small happy noises. 

“That’s about your uncle,” Turing meowed quietly. “Listen!” 
They heard their humans talking agitatedly and suddenly they 

came bursting out onto the balcony. Daddy had his computer with 
him and his twin pointed excitedly at the sky. 

“It’s James, Q, look! He must have taken one of the escape 
capsules before the explosion!” 

“There’s one more,” the virgin said, taking the twin’s hand and 
turning it towards another bright spot. 

“Jaws and Dolly,” Daddy grumbled under his breath, his fingers 
flying across the keyboard. 

Pam was listening, a few feathers still clinging to her fluffy white 
fur. Turing was weaving in between the virgin’s legs, hoping to be 
lifted up so he could follow the ongoings on the screen rather than 
watching the sky. He was always fascinated by Daddy’s way to deal 
with the bad guys, even when it made Pam angry. Her never faltering 
belief in world domination was an endless point of discussion 
between them. 

“Found him,” Daddy exclaimed and the twin turned to hug and 
kiss him, before doing the same to the virgin who blushed adoringly. 

Pam’s tail flicked in annoyance. 
“One day, Turing, one day!” 

I loved Pam! Frustrated that Bond is still alive. Perfect!


OMG PAM POV YES THIS IS FANTASTIC I LOVE IT


laughed so hard. i love pam and turing so much! and 
omg A SPACE MISSION. a throwback to classic!bond and 
very creative in this fandom!


PAM RULES. God, the sass of her mental commentary 
made all the drabble even better *applause*


I'm Princess Pampuria and I'm a 10. This was just a 
glitch! S.P.E.C.T.R.E. will rise again! Death to Gramps!


Loved the different take and focus on Pam & Turing


hilarious, I love the adventures of princess pampuria


Hee--loved seeing a classic Bond movie plot referenced!


Kommentare



Schreibturniere Format Prompt Kunst Training/Gemeinschaft/
Inhalt

LDWS 100-500 Worte Ja Nein Inhalt/Gemeinschaft

Round Robin einzelne Sätze Ja Nein Gemeinschaft

Big Bang/Reverse Big 
Bang Minimum 5000 Worte Evt. Textprompt Ja Inhalt/Gemeinschaft

007 Fest Punktesammeln Ja Ja Gemeinschaft/Inhalt

Yuletide Minimum 1000 Worte Wunsch Fandom und Charakter Nein Inhalt

221B Präzise 221 Worte, letztes 
Wort beginnt mit ‘B’ Nein Nein Training

60 x 60 Präzise 60 Worte Arthur Conan Doyles “Sherlock Holmes” 
Geschichten Nein Training



low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement


strong support for creating and sharing


information mentorship


knowledge is passed on


belief your contribution matters


feel a degree of social connection
Jenkins et al. (2009). Confronting the challenges of participatory 

culture: Media education for the 21st century. Mit Press. Page 7

Participatory culture 
Teilnehmer und Teilnahme Kultur



Csikszentmihalyi, M. (1999). 16 implications of a systems 

perspective for the study of creativity. In: Sternberg, R. J. (Red.), 

Handbook in Creativity. Cambridge University Press, New York: 

Seite 315.
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